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What PERI Training Competence Center offers,

Raising productivity is in great demand. Safety standards are rising. Within tighter time schedules, 

 outstanding quality has to be assured. PERI aims to fulfill this challenge with a range of trainings  

in system Formwork and modular scaffold as well as tube and fitting scaffold.

Since 2015, we offer comprehensive customer trainings in Malaysia to improve safety and productivity  

on site. Now, we are happy to announce that our trainings and international certification, are available  

to the public in general, in our attempt to cover the demand in the  region for skilled staff in system 

 formwork, tubular and system scaffold.

Provided by qualified trainers and carried out in our modern and internationally accredited PERI training 

centers, our training programs allow training at its best. We are entirely confident that our trainings  

will add value to your company, in particular with regards to our  common goal to make construction  

more safe and efficient.

Please find within the next pages, detailed information about our PERI products and safety trainings  

as well as our CISRS scaffold trainings from the UK, based upon the same tried and tested  principles  

as the UK scheme of formal training and assessment.

We look forward to welcoming you in our facilities!
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Our Showroom and Training Centers

PERI APAC Showroom

Permanent exhibition of all PERI systems used in Malaysia

We would like to show you who we are and what we can

offer to you for the success of your projects.

A complete exhibition of the most used PERI systems in

Malaysia is displayed for you at our Training Center, located in our 

Malaysian headquarters in the PJ8. 

Demonstration of how to use our systems safely and relevant

product information are presented to you, in order to have a complete 

understanding about the PERI group not only 

in Malaysia but around the world.

Theoretical and practical sessions about PERI products, safety and/or 

tubular scaffold, are also conducted at this premise, granting always 

your safety and comfort.
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 ■CISRS OSTS (Construction Industry Scaffold Record Scheme - Overseas Training Scheme) is a CPD program 

that increases safety, labor skills and productivity in the scaffold industry. 

 ■CISRS has certified over 60.000 scaffolders in the UK and 5.000 scaffolders overseas.

 ■CISRS training programs have been the only qualification recognized and enforced in the UK for over 

40 years and the preferred training for oil and gas industry in the Middle East. 

 ■PERI is the first DOSH and CISRS approved training provider in Malaysia.

 ■ In close coordination with NASC (UK), CISRS trainings follow and comply with BS / EN / MS / Best practice 

guidance’s SG4, SG6 and TG20.

 ■CISRS Trainings are standardized globally.

 ■CISRS trainings aim to be more personalized, with a max. of 12 participants per course.

 ■The trainings include practical, theoretical and health and safety sessions coupled with onsite practical 

experience.

 ■Our CISRS OSTS trainings are provided by a Senior UK CISRS certified trainer.

 ■Due to the high standards set throughout the training syllabus and its commitment to use the working 

at height regulations 2005 as a base for all scaffold training, Qatari Government made CISRS training 

compulsory for all major projects, with more countries expected to follow.

What Will You Receive

 ■UK CISRS registration card (traceable records in CISRS database UK).

 ■ Internationally recognized CISRS Certification provided from the UK.

 ■All relevant information handouts, such as safety guidance's, assembly instructions, etc.

 ■All necessary stationery material.

 ■Proper attire is temporary provided if required.

 ■Lunch, snacks, coffee and beverages.

 ■Discounts and gifts provided for early registration and for big groups.

 ■HRDF claimable trainings.

CISRS Certified Scaffold Trainings

International Scaffolding and Inspection trainings
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Following requests from industry, CISRS introduced Scaffold Inspection courses in the UK in 2010. 

Inspection of scaffolding by a trained and competent person is a statutory legal requirement in the UK. 

Currently in Malaysia, there are no established training requirements by the Malaysian authority regarding 

Scaffold inspectors. It is essential that the person carrying out these inspections has current relevant 

information along with, industry experience and has received up to date training. The training, assessment 

and experience required for qualifying as a scaffold inspector need to be thorough. 

In response to this demand, PERI is bringing the NASC TG20:13 and CISRS training to Malaysia, aiming to 

create a baseline to qualify scaffold professionals to perform safe scaffold inspections while providing an 

international certification for that requirement. As in the UK, the CISRS Scaffold Inspection Training provided 

by PERI, presents the Malaysian industry with a scheme that has the both, the quality and rigor to produce 

competent Scaffold Inspectors, contributing to increase the safety levels on Malaysian sites.

This internationally registered training is available only at PERI/CISRS accredited training centers in Malaysia 

and does not overlap with any training currently provided by other local training providers.

CISRS Certified Scaffold Trainings

CISRS OSTS Basic Scaffold Inspection

More information about CISRS, 

can be found on cisrs.org.uk
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Course Objective

 ■ Identify and inspect tubes, boards, ladders, gin wheels,  

ropes and fittings correctly. 

 ■State the main requirements of the International Statutory  

Requirements and Codes of Practice, Malaysian BOWEC regulations  

and UK working at height regulations 2005. 

 ■ Identify the construction requirements common to all scaffolds  

to include: 

 ■ Foundations 

 ■ Scaffold framework 

 ■ TG20 compliant scaffolds and permissible additions 

 ■Working platforms, handrails and toe boards 

 ■ Safe access and egress 

 ■Carry out inspections and fault identification on access scaffolds 

 ■Complete and maintain reports in accordance with current  

statutory provision.

Entry requirements

 ■To be a qualified scaffolder or to be employed in a supervisory  

capacity for scaffolding.

 ■To have evidence of 2 years experience in their position (for non-scaffolders).

 ■To be in good mental and physical health. 

 ■To have understanding of English language. 

 ■To bring small level and tape.

 ■To bring suitable PPE, safety footwear, safety helmet and gloves.

Course Content

 ■Statutory requirements and codes of practice 

 ■ International and local standards (British, European, US, Malaysian) 

 ■ International best practice and industry standards (NASC) 

 ■Overview of fall prevention in scaffolding 

 ■Practical use of TG20:13

 ■Tube, fittings and boards

 ■Safe access and egress  

 ■Bracing and tying scaffolds 

 ■Mobile, static and loading towers 

 ■Birdcage scaffolds 

 ■Beams and bridging beams 

 ■Public protection 

 ■Various types of system scaffolding 

 ■PERI UP system scaffold in detail

 ■How to carry out a scaffolding inspection 

 ■Scaffold inspection reports 

 ■Scaffold tagging systems 

 ■Practical scaffold inspection assessment 

 ■Practical written report assessment 

 ■Pass/fail multiple-choice test paper

Course duration

4 days

Course code

CIS 005

Course price

RM2800

Who Should Attend

This course is aimed 

at Scaffolders and non-Scaffolders, 

e.g. Managers / Engineers, 

who are required to carry 

out inspections of basic scaffold 

structures. 

Certificate

CISRS International OSTS Basic 

Scaffold Inspection certificate and 

record card from the UK .

Maximum number 

of participants per training

12 delegates

Minimum number 

of participants per training

4 delegates

Language

English (Malay translator 

will be provided if required)

CISRS OSTS Basic Scaffold Inspection
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CISRS OSTS  

Basic Scaffold Inspection

Theoretical class 

at PERI showroom PJ8, 

Petaling Jaya, 

Selangor, Malaysia
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As a respond to the demanding industry in the UK, CISRS tailored the Supervisor training to deliver 

the knowledge and management skills required in contract scaffolding.

In Malaysia, we also have to be prepared to meet the demands of today’s scaffolding industry; ensuring 

safety, quality and efficiency on site. Responding to this demand, PERI provides the international CISRS 

Scaffold Supervisor course, to train delegates on the requirements needed to be deemed competent for 

safety management in order to control scaffold works to the high international standards.

This training is aimed at senior scaffolding personnel providing first line Management / supervision for 

scaffolding contractors (i.e Contract Managers, Supervisors, Foremen and non-working Charge-Hands).

This internationally registered training certification is only available at PERI/CISRS accredited training centers 

and provides successful delegates with the only registered certificate and photo ID card for scaffolding site 

safety supervision in Malaysia 

CISRS Certified Scaffold Trainings

CISRS OSTS Scaffold Supervisor

More information about CISRS, 

can be found on cisrs.org.uk
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Course Objective

 ■To meet local regulation requirements and the demands  

of today’s scaffolding industry.

 ■To meet sector requirements and satisfy local regulations in scaffolding 

operations to ensure staff have the skills to plan all work at height,  

conduct risk assessments, control methods of work, monitor, direct  

and instruct scaffolding operatives to complete tasks safely.

Entry requirements

 ■To be in good mental and physical health. 

 ■Extensive scaffolding industry experience.

 ■ Ideally hold a managerial position or qualification as  

CISRS Scaffolder Level 4 or equivalent advanced certificate.

 ■Employers will be responsible for ensuring that delegates  

meet the above mentioned requirements. 

Course Content

 ■Legal overview (Local regulation for Malaysia) 

 ■Performance standards 

 ■Communication skills (Including task briefings and toolbox talks) 

 ■Supervisory skills 

 ■Design appreciation 

 ■Test which includes written knowledge response answers

 ■Practical exercises (Scaffold inspection and toolbox talks) 

 ■Risk assessment exercise

 ■Project method statement exercise

Course duration

3 days

Course code

CIS 006

Course price

RM2300

Who Should Attend

This course is aimed specifically for 

those responsible for the direction, 

supervision and management of 

scaffold contracts. 

Certificate

CISRS International OSTS Scaffold 

Supervisor certificate and record card 

from the UK.

Maximum number 

of participants per training

12 delegates

Minimum number 

of participants per training

4 delegates

Language

lish (Malay translator 

will be provided if required)

CISRS OSTS Scaffold Supervisor
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CISRS OSTS 

Scaffold Supervisor

Theoretical class 

for scaffolders  

at PERI showroom PJ8, 

Petaling Jaya, 

Selangor, Malaysia
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Note: Tax SST 6% not included

Training fees

Summary

Contact us today!

603-79691088 or training@periapac.com

CISRS Certified Scaffold Training Duration (days) Training fee (RM)

CISRS OSTS Basic Scaffold Inspection 4 2800

CISRS OSTS Scaffold Supervisor 3 2300

PERI Certified Trainings Duration (days) Training fee (RM)

System Scaffold Awareness 1 350

Working at height 1 350

Safe tying and anchorage for scaffold 1 700

PERI Wall and Climbing systems 2 700

PERI Slab and Shoring systems 2 700
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Note

 ■You will receive an email confirming the reception of your application.

 ■We will come back to you regarding your training request, within the next two working days.

 ■For online registration visit our website: 

https://www.perimalaysia.com/peri-apac-training-competence-center.html

Application form

Individual

Contact us today!

603-79691088 or training@periapac.com

Course title Course code Date

Personal details

Name

Address

Designation

Contact No.

E-mail
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Note

 ■You will receive an email confirming the reception of your application.

 ■We will come back to you regarding your training request, within the next two working days.

 ■For online registration visit our website: 

https://www.perimalaysia.com/peri-apac-training-competence-center.html

We wish to register the following participants:

Application form

Company / Institution 

Contact us today!

603-79691088 or training@periapac.com

Course title Course code Date

Company details

Company Name

Company Address

Company Contact No. 

Name Person-in-charge 

Designation Person-in-charge

Contact No. Person-in-charge

Email Person-in-charge

No. Name IC / Passport Designation
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PERI APAC Services Sdn Bhd 

Phone: 60 (03)7969 1088

www.perimalaysia.com

training@periapac.com

Showroom and Training Center

B-02-03, Level 02

Block B, East Wing, PJ8No. 

23 Jalan Barat

Seksyen 8

46050 Petaling Jaya

Selangor Darul Ehsan

For enquiries, please send us an email to

training@periapac.com

Or contact

Ms. Nur Afiqah Hamdan

Mobile: +019-273 6512

Phone: +603 7969 1088 Ext 457

nur.hamdan@periapac.com

PERI Training Centers in Malaysia

Contact us



Formwork

Scaffolding

Engineering

www.peri.com
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